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Ongoing Work: Patient Priorities Care

ing workforce, we need to be cognizant of the many sources of patient racial and ethnic bias. physician loss of job satisfaction and burnout. In order to maintain and grow a diverse and thriving down. Moreover, it may be the dissatisfied patients are the ones who most contribute to concentrate on satisfaction, we fail to understand how patient dissatisfaction may harm non patients will rate care highly as long as they get what they want, even if it

Overall, patients rated physicians highly. This was not surprising based on our understanding of

What did you find?

tease out what part of the satisfaction score was based on physician race/ethnicity versus getting

How did you account for potential differences in quality of care, which may have influ-

ential factors such as patient characteristics, physician characteristics, or treatment outcomes.

Finding goals that are realistic and specific is the most

of their health and healthcare tasks, and an increased

What problem is the

process includes three parts. First, identify the patient

- patient conversations and observe how much more effective treatment is, and is perceived to be,

Older adults face multiple health conditions that require a great deal of time, money, and energy.

How does this process work?

Patient Management of their own health: the patient

Relationship: the patient

Enjoyment of life: the activities (recreation, productivity, personal growth) that bring

their spiritual connection.

The process includes three parts. First, identify the patient

- patient conversations and observe how much more effective treatment is, and is perceived to be,

Older adults face multiple health conditions that require a great deal of time, money, and energy.

What is known so far is that clinicians and

Is there research that supports this as
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Dr. Katie Martinez discusses her work on evaluating the satis-

in this issue, we report on two of our recent research initiatives.

In this issue, we report on two of our recent research initiatives.

- patient conversations and observe how much more effective treatment is, and is perceived to be,

Older adults face multiple health conditions that require a great deal of time, money, and energy.